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FEDERAL REGULATORS PROPOSE RULE REQUIRING
BANKING INSTITUTIONS AND SERVICE PROVIDERS TO
PROVIDE RAPID NOTIFICATION FOLLOWING SIGNIFICANT
COMPUTER-SECURITY INCIDENTS

To Our Clients and Friends:
On December 18, 2020, three federal banking regulators—the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
(“OCC”), the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (“Board”), and the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”)—jointly issued a notice of proposed rulemaking that would impose
rapid notification requirements on banking organizations and bank service providers following
“significant” computer-security incidents.
Under the proposal, “banking organizations” include all institutions subject to a primary federal bank
regulator: for the OCC, national banks, federal savings associations, and federal branches and agencies
of non-U.S. banks; for the Board, all U.S. bank holding companies and savings and loan holding
companies, state member banks, the U.S. operations of foreign banking organizations, and Edge and
agreement corporations; and for the FDIC, all insured state nonmember banks, insured state-licensed
branches of foreign banks, and state savings associations.
The proposal defines “bank service providers” by reference to the Bank Service Company Act (“BSCA”)
as entities that provide BSCA-regulated services—“check and deposit sorting and posting, computation
and posting of interest and other credits and charges, preparation and mailing of checks, statements,
notices, and similar items, or any other clerical, bookkeeping, accounting, statistical, or similar functions
performed for a depository institution,” including “data processing, back office services, and activities
related to credit extensions.”[1] With the increasing significant use of third-party vendors to supply
technology-related services to banks, this inclusion is important.
The proposal would require a banking organization to notify its primary federal regulator when it
believes in “good faith” that it has experienced a “significant” computer-security incident—which the
proposal terms a “notification incident.” Notification of regulators would be required “as soon as
possible and no later than 36 hours” after the organization determines that a notification incident has
occurred. The proposal defines a “computer-security incident” as “an occurrence that—(i) [r]esults in
actual or potential harm to the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of an information system or the
information that the system processes, stores, or transmits; or (ii) [c]onstitutes a violation or imminent
threat of violation of security policies, security procedures, or acceptable use policies.” The proposal
describes a “notification incident” as a computer-security incident that “could jeopardize the viability of
the operations of an individual banking organization, result in customers being unable to access their

deposit and other accounts, or impact the stability of the financial sector.”[2] Notification incidents can
arise from both criminal and non-malicious computer-security incidents.
The proposal would require a bank service provider to notify “at least two individuals at affected banking
organization customers immediately after experiencing a computer-security incident that it believes in
good faith could disrupt, degrade, or impair services provided subject to the BSCA for four or more
hours.” The bank service provider would not be required to determine if such an incident rises to the
level of a “notification incident” for particular banking organizations; rather, the bank service provider
would be required to inform affected banking organization customers, who would themselves have that
responsibility.
Additionally, the proposal would require a banking organization subsidiary of another banking
organization to notify both its primary federal regulator and its parent banking organization that the
subsidiary had experienced a notification incident “as soon as possible.” The proposal would then require
the subsidiary’s parent banking organization to make a separate assessment about whether the parent
organization had also suffered a notification incident requiring it to notify its primary federal regulator
as result of the incident at the subsidiary. Thus, the proposal would require both the subsidiary and parent
banking organizations to separately determine whether they had each suffered a notification incident,
and should both make such a determination, would require both to notify their regulators individually.
In contrast, the proposal would not require a non-bank subsidiary of a banking organization to notify its
regulator following a notification incident at the non-bank subsidiary. Instead, the proposal would
seemingly require the non-bank subsidiary to notify its parent banking organization. The parent banking
organization would then be required to determine whether the computer-security incident at its non-bank
subsidiary constituted a notification incident, and if so, to notify the parent banking organization’s
primary federal regulator.
Entities that wish to comment on the proposed rule must submit their comments no later than 90 days
after the proposal is published in the Federal Register.
The proposed rule is the latest attempt to impose obligations on financial institutions that have suffered
a cyber incident. Regulations requiring notification following a data breach have been in place for years,
but, as we have previously noted, state and federal regulators have recently begun imposing rules
requiring faster and more in-depth notifications following cybersecurity incidents. For example, since
2017, the New York Department of Financial Services has required financial institutions to notify the
Superintendent of Financial Services “as promptly as possible but in no event later than 72 hours”
following a cybersecurity incident.[3]
These proposed and enacted regulations requiring rapid notification following cybersecurity incidents
highlight the need for financial institutions to be able to respond quickly to and report accurately and
effectively on cyber events. Such notification requirements will help incentivize banking organizations
to assess whether they have a well-functioning incident response plan and effective lines of
communication among their information security, legal, and other relevant departments already in place
before a cybersecurity incident occurs. This is important for organizations to be able to quickly assess
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incidents—which can often be challenging to understand fully—and be positioned to notify regulators
within the required time period following an incident. Among other preparation measures, crossdepartmental training exercises can help improve the functionality of response processes before they are
tested in an actual cybersecurity event.
_____________________
[1] See 12 U.S.C. §§ 1861-1867.
[2] The proposed rule’s complete definition of “notification incident” is “a computer-security incident
that a banking organization believes in good faith could materially disrupt, degrade, or impair—(i) the
ability of the banking organization to carry out banking operations, activities, or processes, or deliver
banking products and services to a material portion of its customer base, in the ordinary course of
business; (ii) any business line of a banking organization, including associated operations, services,
functions and support, and would result in a material loss of revenue, profit, or franchise value; or (iii)
those operations of a banking organization, including associated services, functions and support, as
applicable, the failure or discontinuance of which would pose a threat to the financial stability of the
United States.”
[3] N.Y. Comp. Codes R. & Regs. tit. 23, § 500.17 (2020).
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